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How strong are they?

Isn’t this a god yet?

There is nothing to do!

They are going to kill them next!

Looking at the coalition forces on the ground behind him, they were densely packed with a terrifying
number.

But is it useful?

There is no use!

Unstoppable! ! !

These people in front can’t stop it!
Don’t even think about other people!

For the present…

Do you really have to wait for Levi Garrison?

Nothingness! ! !

If the army has been commanded by Levi Garrison, there is probably still some hope.

Now there is absolutely no hope at all!

“Hey!”

Many people have sighed softly.

They have imagined the scene of being defeated by the kingdom of God.

By then everyone will be a slave…

Unwilling!

But there is no way!

…

Ahead.

Mr. X looked at the thousands of people who were crawling in front of him, and he shouted: “Get up!
Look at you! There is no counterattack at all! I can only control it in my hands to ravage!”

“You have to understand a truth! Since ancient times, ordinary humans have been unable to contend
with Gods! Gods are above the world!”

…

Hear words of sarcasm.

The Underworld God and others sacrificed their lives one by one, trying to stand up.

After mobilizing the power of the whole body, I wanted to struggle.

Stand even if you die.

It’s definitely not kneeling in front of these people!

“God??? You are not at all! You are human just like us!”

Ye Zhantian was the most violent, fighting for the price of exploding his whole body, he actually curled
up with his legs and stood up a little bit.

Shock!

Everyone was shocked!

The coalition forces were shocked here.

The blood boiled over one by one.

The people across the Kingdom of God were also shocked.

Does this work?

This is defying their supernatural power, this is ignoring them!

can not stand!

If Ye Zhantian really stood up, he would be insulting them and slap them in the face!

no!

This will definitely not work!

In any case, Ye Zhantian can’t be allowed to stand up!

Pressure!

Their only way now is to put pressure on it!

In an instant, Ye Zhantian seemed to carry several mountains on his body.

The legs that were supposed to stand upright are bent again…

“what!!!!”

However, Ye Zhantian stood up amidst bursts of roars.

But bloodstains burst out on him…

He is fighting for his life!

